Advanced Credits Awarded June Students

“If you know it, you don’t have to take it.” At least, that’s what they say. Nineteen summer quarter students proved that they “knew it” and were allowed to receive credit for subjects they proved, via testing, to know.

In order to receive credit for a subject where a student is proficient, she must score above 90 percent on the advanced placement test. Those scoring high enough are given automatic credit for the subject and allowed to select other elective subjects.

Students by-passing vocabulary were Linda Hagemann and Judy Parks. Gaining credit for Accounting I were Marie Aich, LuAnn Cunningham, George Porter, and Rose Thompson.

A number of new students’ skills in Gregg Shorthand were good enough to move into Dictation I and by-pass Gregg Theory or Gregg Review. These students were Donna Bowling, Deborah Butler, Connie Denham, Lynne Fenwick, Bonnie Hager, Cathy Higdon, Elizabeth Hood, and Mary LuAnne Howell.

Others achieving advanced credit were Billie Jo Nelson, Regina Overton, Marilyn Puckett, Kathy Spitznagel, and Linda S. Woods.

Judy Parks, who by-passed vocabulary, also received advanced credit in Mathematics. A number of students received advanced placement in Typing and will receive the appropriate credit.

Advanced credit and placement in higher levels is a policy of Spencerian College which rewards students for high school achievements in business subjects.
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education. The actual grant this year will be much less than the maximum due to a limited appropriation by Congress.

Students may be eligible for a grant if they meet three important criteria. These criteria are:

- Enrollment for the first time after July 1, 1973 in a post-high school program at an eligible college, university, vocational, business or technical school.
- Attendance on a full-time basis.
- U.S. Citizenship or intention of gaining citizenship under the law.

Students are not eligible if they attended any college or post-high school program before July 1, 1973.

Students must also meet certain financial criteria to receive a Grant. It may generally be assumed that a family of four, with an income below $11,000 per year is eligible and may receive a Grant.

How To Apply

This program which just passed Congress has been under discussion for some time.

The first step to apply for the Grant is to complete the application for determination of your Family Contribution toward education. These applications are available through the college office and are processed by the BEOG contractor for the Office of Education.

Nancy Taylor Class Holds “Indy 500” Fashion Show

by Sandy Myers

If racing is your bag and the Indianapolis “500” really turns you on, then you would have enjoyed the Nancy Taylor Fashion Show presented the day before the big race by Mrs. Gloria Pinger and her Nancy Taylor class.

The theme of the show was the Indy “500” and the girls used all the events leading up to the race in it.

The show began with the Gin Rummy

Nancy Taylor - Mr. Exec Awards Presented

by Carla Edwards

Awards for the most personal improvement in Nancy Taylor and Mr. Executive were given recently to five Spencerian students. These students were chosen by a vote of their classmates, thus making the honor even a more cherished one.

Receiving the Mr. Executive award was James Copler, a graduate of Floyd Central High School in Indiana. Jim is studying in the Professional Accounting and Business Administration Program. Jim was presented a plaque by instructor, Earl Sullivan.

Mrs. Barbara Dodd, the Nancy Taylor instructor, announced that girls from each of the four Nancy Taylor classes received charms for their achievements. Winners of the Nancy Taylor awards were Gail Winsett, Suzanne Draus, Phyllis Brown, and Shirley Wallace.

Gail Winsett is a graduate of Bethlehem High School in New Haven, Kentucky, and is in the Medical Assistant Secretary Program.

When asked what she felt Nancy Taylor had done for her, Gail said, “I learned how to apply my make-up and to speak in front of people. I also learned how easy it was to lose weight when we all worked together. During the quarter I lost 20 pounds and gained the incentive to lose more and keep it off.”

Suzanne Draus, another medical student, graduated from Ursuline Academy and while at Spencerian compiled a B+ average. Suzanne has graduated and now works as a Medical
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Others honored to become charter members are Bruce Fisher, Virginia Goodman, Gretta Crawford, Marcia Craddock, Carletta Cook, Donna Ceci, and George Baker.

Charter members of this prestige organization are: Jackie Shaffer, Regina Lyons, Pat Kozlavage, Candie Jennings, Suzanne Hacker, and Delia Habeel.

Assistant to Dr. Irwin Bronner, an Obstetrician-Gynecologist.

Phyllis Brown attended high school in Marion County, Kentucky, and is taking the Private Secretary Program. She remains in school completing her graduation requirements.

Shirley Wallace, a graduate of Shelbyville High School, completed the one-year accounting program and qualified for a diploma, but has decided to continue in school to gain the Associate Degree in Specialized Business.